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THROUGHOUT the decade following the publication of C.T.C. Walls book, Surgery on 
Compact Manifolds, there was a tremendous effort on the part of many mathematicians to 
compute the algebraic L-groups L,(Zn) for finite groups TL. Two noteworthy results were 
Bak’s theorem that Lzi+ 1 (Zrc) is zero when 7c has odd order, and Wall’s result that Lsi(Z7c) is 
detected by multisignatures and the classical Arf invariant for 71 cyclic. These facts have 
many applications in geometric topology. 
However, for more complicated groups rr, it is not enough to know that L,(Zn)~(2/2)~ 
(for example). One needs a method for evaluating a particular element in an L-group, effec- 
tive for geometric situations. Computational techniques for this secondary problem were 
studied in various special cases, including Pardon [25], Milgram [22], Madsen [21], 
Hambleton-Madsen [ 133, and Hambleton-Taylor-Williams [15]. In this paper we present 
our approach to this problem. Our eventual aim is to have a formula for the surgery 
obstruction that could be read off a “sufficiently good normal map,” and so that sufficiently 
good normal maps are rather common. We also include an appendix discussing the 
relationship between Galois cohomology and quadratic forms. 
Given a degree one normal mapf:M” +X with ~25, there is the associated surgery 
obstruction &f)~L~((z[n,X]) which vanishes iff f is normally bordant to a homotopy 
equivalence. All L-groups have period four: L, z L, +4. Surgery theory is useful for seeing 
whether a space X has the homotopy type of a closed manifold and for counting the number 
of manifolds within a homotopy type. Our main concern is the following question: Givenf 
(or an algebraic representation of 6(f) such as a linking form, a formation, or a quadratic 
Poincart complex), what invariants determine when Q(f) =OEL~(Z[Z, Xl)? The motivation 
for the obstruction theory developed here is given by various geometric problems (see [4,5, 
8, 11, 43, 441 and especially [lo]). In this paper we restrict ourselves to the case where 
n = n,X is finite and n is odd. The invariants we discuss depend only on the surgery kernels 
as &r-modules, we call such invariants numerical inuariants. The primary obstruction is the 
surgery semicharacteristic; secondary obstructions are given by torsion characteristics, 
defined below. 
In even dimensions the situation is more complicated. However, given a degree one 
normal mapfiM”“--+X with n even where the surgery kernels are torsion groups whose order 
is prime to the order of 71, there are numerical invariants which, together with the classical 
Arf invariant, determine ~(~)EL~(Z[TC~ X]) ( see Milgram-Ranicki [23], also [9, $61.) What 
is missing is effective algebraic invariants which tell when a degree one normal map is 
bordant to one in the above advantageous situation. 
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When n is odd the vanishing of e(f) is determined by several obstructions. The first is the 
surgery semicharacteristic [E]. defined in terms of the difference 
where 
zli2(fi; if,nlrad)-Xi;,@; E,nlrad), 
xi!z(n; ~z~/rad)=Ci,,,, (- l)‘[Hi(M; iF,~/rad)]EL~([F,~/rad) 
and the local coefficient system [F,n/rad is the group ring 5,n modulo its Jacobson radical. 
This is an easily computable a priori invariant depending only on the (twisted) homology of 
M and X. It vanishes if n E 1 (mod 4), if the 2-sylow subgroup of rt is normal. or if X has the 
homotopy type of a closed manifold. This semicharacteristic is zero iff one can do surgery to 
make f normally bordant to f’: M’+X so that K,(M’)@Z,,, =O. (See $4A,B.) 
Iff: M”+X is a degree one normal map with vanishing surgery semicharacteristic, then 
by doing surgery one may assume the surgery kernels 
are torsion prime to 1x(. (Such surgery problems come up naturally when studying 
propagation of group actions and converses to Smith theory.) We wish to understand the 
relationship between the Zrr-modules Kj(M) and the surgery obstruction t?(f). The proto- 
typical example of evaluation of such a surgery obstruction was pointed out by Pardon in 
[25]. If 7c is cyclic of even order and n =4k + 3 then 0(f)~L,(Zn) vanishes iff IKZk+ ,(M)I E 
f 1 (mod 8). (This is closely related to the Levine-Robertello formula for the Arf invariant 
of knots, [20] or [31].) For general groups 71 the situation is of course much more 
complicated. 
An important special case is when TC acts trivially on K,(M). This case comes up 
geometrically is the study of propagation of group actions [43], [lo], [l 11, in the 
determination of the possible homotopy types of topological spherical space forms [lo], 
and also arises in the classification of fixed sets of semifree PL-locally linear n-actions on the 
sphere (due to S. Weinberger). In @A we show that 0(f) depends only on the congruence 
class of k= IK&M)\ modulo 4. (7~1. Conditions for the vanishing of 0(f) are given in terms 
of the classical Swan map in algebraic K-theory. Further computations of this “Swan 
subgroup of L-theory” would be of interest due to the above mentioned geometric 
problems. 
Let S= {m~i?: (m, In\)= 1) and Z(,,=S-‘Z. Let K,(Zn, S) be the Grothendieck group of 
finitely generated &r-modules which are torsion prime to 11~1. K,(Zrr, S) is a free abelian 
group with a generator for each simple factor of iF,,lr for each prime p in S (see 1.1). If 
K,(M)@Z,,,=O, define the torsion characteristic 
x’(K*(M))= 2 (-l)j[Kj(M)]~Kl(Zn, S). 
j=O 
This torsion characteristic detects the image of 0(f) in the projective L-group L{(Zn) in 
the Ranicki-Rothenberg exact sequence 
NOTATION. If A is a Z[E/2]-module, we write 
H”(A)={uEA/C=(- l)“a}/{a+(- l)“a(a~A}. 
H”(A) is short for the Tate cohomology group f?“(Z/2; A); clearly H”(A)zH”‘*(A). 
The groups L!&?Zlc) are of interest algebraically as a step on the road to understanding 
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the free L-groups L#z) and of interest geometrically in a variety of situations (e.g. [ 1, 22, 
261). 
We say a PoincarC complex is orientable if the first Stiefel-Whitney class ml(X) is zero. 
Then Z7t is given the standard involution ~usg++~a,g - I. Our second obstruction is given 
by 
THEOREM A. Letf: M”+X be a degree one normal map with X orientable, TC = z,X$nite, 
n odd, and K,(M)@B(,,=O. Then imB(f)ELi(Zn) is determined by 
?(K,(M)W”+ ‘(K,(Zn, 9). 
A more precise statement is given in §2. The point is that the obstruction is determined 
solely by the &-modules K,(MFno information about the linking form is needed. 
A similar statement holds for LL(Zn) under certain conditions which we now describe. 
Let A = Z[l/lxl] c Q. Since An contains all the central idempotents of Q7c, 
where QA, is a simple ring. We call A, symplecric if [WA= contains a matrix ring over the real 
quaternions as a simple factor. We call an An-module M non-symplectic if A,M = 0 for all 
symplectic factors A,. When 7t acts trivially on M, evidently M is non-symplectic. 
The Bass localization exact sequence is 
THEOREM B. Letf: M”+X be a degree one normal map with X orientable, 7c = x,Xjinite, 
n odd, and K,(M)Qi&,=O. If nr 1 (mod 4) assume also that K,(M) is non-symplectic. Then 
e(f)=OEL&3r) if 
~~(K*(M))=O~ff”+‘(ker CJ). 
A stronger version of Theorem B is proved in $3. 
The pullback diagram motivating the algebraic techniques of this paper is 
where 2, is the p-adic integers, &=npsS 2, and &.= Q 0 2,. This variant of the Wall 
arithmetic square does not seem to have been sufficiently exploited in algebraic L-theory. 
An appendix on Galois cohomology is included to outline proofs of the Wall and SO- 
reciprocity laws which play a key role in the proofs of Theorems A and B. 
Although the primary purpose of this paper is the detection of surgery obstructions as 
above, as a by-product comes some results on the structure of L-groups. For example, 
PROPOSITION C. Let R be a jinite group and n an odd integer. Zf hn has the standard 
involution then L,h(iZlr) and L,f(Hn) have exponent dividing 4. 
This improves the result of Connolly-Hausmann that L,(Zx) has exponent 8 for n odd. 
Other related statements on exponents of L-groups are shown. It is also shown that 
L~(Zn)-tL$?,,,z) is the zero map for n, m odd. 
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PROPOSITION D. !f Zn is given the standard involution, the map L~,(Z~C)-~L’;“~~(~‘)(Z,=,TC) is 
injectire. 
In $1 we provide background on localization exact sequences. In $2 and 33 we prove 
precise statements of Theorems A and B; the reader interested in applying the theory should 
just read the statements of 2.1, 3.1, and their corollaries. 94 consists of general remarks on 
odd-dimensional L-theory; an applications-minded reader should look at (i4D where an 
algorithm is suggested for evaluating odd-dimensional surgery obstructions provided the L- 
groups are known. In $5 specific examples are discussed: 95A examines the case where the 
action of rc on K,(M) is trivial, 95s generalizes the work of Pardon to give numerical 
invariants for L* of a 2-group, and $5C works out the case of Li(Z[Q(2’)]). 
A paper related to this one is “Semi-invariants in surgery” by the author and A. Ranicki. 
It shows how various semi-invariants are related to torsion characteristics and gives an 
algorithm for obtaining a situation where K,(M)@ Z,,,=O. 
The main motivation for this paper was as a tool for “Group actions on homology 
spheres.” I wish to thank Shmuel Weinberger for collaboration on that paper and for 
encouragement on this one. I also wish to thank Larry Taylor and Bruce Williams for 
tutorials on Galois cohomology and for explaining the quaternion eight-group to me. 
$1. LOCALIZATION SEQUENCES IN L-THEORY 
Localization sequences in L-theory have been developed by several authors, including 
Karoubi, Carlsson-Milgram, Pardon, and Ranicki. We review this theory, following the 
notation of Ranicki [27,93]. 
Let T be a multiplicative subset of a ring with involution A. A (A, T)-module M is a 
T-torsion A-module which admits a resolution 
O+P,+P,+M+O 
by finitely generated projectives Pi. The Grothendieck group on isomorphism classes of 
(A, T)-modules is denoted K l(A, 7). The Bass localization sequence [3] is: 
Here o[M]=[PJ-[P,]ER,(A) and R,(A)=K,(A)/( + 1). 
Example 1.1. Let S, be the multiplicative set consisting of all integers prime to the order 
of a finite group 7~. Every finite &r-module which is S,-torsion is actually a (zrr, S,)-module 
(see [30]). For rt= 1 we have: 
K,(Z,Z-{O})=Q”/(+l) 
CM1 - C~l+-+IMl/lJ’JI. 
More generally K,(Zn, S,) is a free abelian group with a generator for every simple factor of 
iFprt where p ranges through the primes in S, and [F, is the field with p elements. There is a 
“devissage” isomorphism 
CM1 t-----+ Opes i&~‘W~i+lM1. 
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One last thing to note in this example is that I’?,(Zlr)-+K,(Z,,,rr) is the zero map (Swan [35]), 
so 0 is surjective. 
A (+ I)-symmetric linking form (M, j.) is a (&- I)-Hermitian pairing 
i.:M x M-+T-‘A/A. 
Example 1.2. Let Nzic’ be a closed oriented manifold. The linking numbers of 
Seifert [33] 
i.: torsion H,(N) x torsion H,(N)+QIZ. 
give a (-l)‘+’ -symmetric linking form. 
A ( f I)-split quadratic linkingform (M, i., v) on a (A, T)-module M is a (i 1)-symmetric 
linking form with an associated quadratic map 
v:M+T-‘A/{a+bT& aeA, bET_‘AJ. 
(In this paper we will always be in situations where multiplication by 2 gives an iso- 
morphism of T- ‘A/A, whereupon i. determines v.) 
A Lagrangian of a non-singular (+ l)-split quadratic linking form (M, i., 1’) is a sub- 
module LC M such that 
(a) L and M/L are (A, T)-modules, 
(b) 1.1 LrL=O and vIL=O, 
(c) L=L’. 
Let F,,(A, T) be the abelian group with 
Generators. Isomorphism classes of non-singular (- I)‘-split quadratic linking forms 
[M, E., v]. 
Relations. [M,,i.,,v,]+[M2,i.,,v2]=[M,~M2,i.,@i.,,v,@v2]. 
Let XcK,(A, T) be involution invariant. Let F&(A, 7’) be the subgroup of F,i(A, T) 
generatedby[M,, i&r, v,]-[M,, j.2r v,],where[MJ-[Mz]~X.Let L$(A, T)beF&(A, T) 
modulo the subgroup generated by differences (M,, i., , v,] -CM,, i.,, vJ, where CM,, i+ vi] 
admit Lagrangians Li such that [Ll]-[L2]~X. There are groups L$+,(A, T) defined 
similarly in terms of linking formations. 
These are groups isomorphic to the groups L,(A, T) of Ranicki [27, $3.71. If Xc Yc 
K,(A, T) there are Rothenberg type exact sequences 
(1.3) . . . +H”+‘(Y/X)+L,X(A, T)+L,y(A, T)+H”(Y/X)+ . . 1. 
We make the following definitions 
L,P(A, T)= Lf(A, T) where X = K,(A, T) 
L:(A, T)= Lt(A, T) where X= ker 0 
Li(A, T) = Lf(A, T) where X = (0). 
There are localization sequences [27, $3.71 
. . . +L,P(I\)+L;-“r”R,(A)( T - 1 A) 2 L,p(A, T) 2 L;_,(A)-+ ... 
(1.4) . . . +L;(A)+Lf(T-‘A) rh 
llh 
L:(A. T) - L;_,(A)+ . . . 
. . . +L;(A)-+L;mR~(“)(T-l A) & L;r(A, T) ” ) L:_,(A)- . . . . 
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Let A,=l&,,,A/tA. Then a (A, T)-module is a (A,, T)-module and conversely 
(Karoubi [ 183). This leads to excision isomorphisms 
(1.5) K,(A, T)zK,(&, T) 
Lf(A, T)z Lf(fi,, T) for any Xc K,(A, T). 
Let S = S,. If L is a (Zrr, S)-module, let t = Homzn (L, S- ’ Zx/iZx). Let H, k ,,(L) be the 
standard hyperbolic (f l)-split quadratic linking form on L@L. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. (Milgram-Ranicki [23]). Letf: Mzi+ l-+X be (I degree one normal map 
with rt = x1(X) finite and K,(M) @Z,,, =O. Then the surgery obstruction O(f)eLli+ 1 (Zn) 
equals 
aA(Ki(M), I., V) + H, - 1)’ + 1 (L)), 
where L is any (Zn, S)-module such that 
o(L)=(- l)i(cj<i(- l)‘~[K~(M)])&@lr). 
One of the major aims of this paper is to show that often e(f) does not depend on the 
linking information (%, v). 
Remark 1.7. Throughout this paper, any result stated in terms of a degree one normal 
map f: M-*X such that K,(M)@Z(,,=O could be stated in terms of quadratic Poincart 
complexes which are &-acyclic (for definitions see [27]). In fact the groups L,(A, T) are 
identified with cobordism groups of (n- l)-dimensional T-acyclic quadratic Poincare 
complexes (C, II/) and L,(A, T)+L,_ 1(A) is the forgetful map. If n = 2i + 2 and the groups 
H,(C) are (A, T)-modules there is a non-singular (l)‘+’ -split quadratic linking form 
(H,(C), i., v). What then is the relation between the linking form and the cobordism class 
[C, $I? Tracing through this identification yields the following mild generalization of 1.6: 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let (C, $) be a$nite T-acyclic quadratic Poincari complex of dimension 
2i + 1. Then in L’&+ 2(A, T), [C, $1 is equal to 
(Hi(C), I., V)+H(-~,,+~(L)-H,_~,,+I(M), 
where L and M are any (A, T)-modules so that 
CL]-[M]=(-l)‘(Cj<i(-l)‘[Hj(C)l)~K,(A, T). 
The corresponding result for projective complexes is also true. 
Qt. THE LP-OBSTRUCTION 
In this section we show that a “torsion characteristic” detects the image of ap in the 
Lp-localization exact sequence 
There is some overlap of the results of this section when 2i + 1 = 3 (mod 4) and IC is a 2-group 
with the “numerical invariant? of Pardon [2.5] (cf. 95s). 
The major aim of this section is to prove: 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let S = S,. The following composite is trivial: 
s 
L,i+z(Zn, S)+L$i+,(zx, S) 
CP 
’ L$i+ ltzlc). 
From the exact sequences (1.3) and (1.4) we have: 
COROLLARY 2.2. Imc?,+H”(K,(Z~, S))/(P(L&+~(Z,,,~C)) is injective. 
The map cp can be given as rod or xorP in the following commutative diagram: 
where d is the classical discriminant map and x([M, i., v])= [M]. 
Using 2.2 and 1.6 we have the precise statement of Theorem A of the introduction: 
COROLLARY 2.3. Iff: M 2i+1 +X is a degree one normal map with IC = n, X jinite and 
K,(M) @ Z(,) = 0, then im d(f) = OE L& + I (Hn) iff 
2i+ 1 
jgo (- l)‘CKj(M)l =OEH~(K,(Z~, S))lcP(Lh,i+ ,(H,x,n)). 
Furthermore by Poincark duality this occurs ifs [K,(M)] =OEH~(K,(ZZ, S))/im cp. 
We shall need the LK and Ls groups of Wall [40]. These groups have the convenient 
property that 
L,K(& x A,) z Lf(A,) x L5A2) 
L;(A, x AZ)= L:(A,) x L3A2). 
The group L:,(A) is the Witt group of formal differences of (- I)‘-quadratic forms (M i, 
a,, /I~)-(M,, i2, p2) where M, and M, are free A-modules of equal rank. The groups 
L&(A) is defined as above, but with the additional condition that the forms have equal 
discriminants in K,(A). The relationship between Ls and L” is given by a Rothenberg 
sequence 
. . . -L;(A)-L:(A)< H”(K,(A))+ . . . . 
There is a map LK+Lh. 
We now review Morita theory of semisimple rings with involution. If A is a simple factor 
of such a ring which is not invariant under the involution, then A is called type CL. 
Elementary reasoning shows that such a factor makes no contribution to L-theory. We thus 
restrict ourselves to discussing simple rings with involution. 
Let A be a central simple K-algebra with involution T: A+A. Let m2 =dim,A. Let 
Az”={a~A: a=T(a)}. 
LEMMA 2.4. Dim,Azi2 = m(m+ 1)/2, m2/2, or m(m- 1)/2. The second possibility occurs 
zf - =& is non-trivial. 
Proof: By tensoring with a splitting field we see it suffices to prove the proposition in 
the case A = M,(K). By the Skolem-Noether theorem (see [28] for a proof) there is a BE A ’ 
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such that ~(ji’)=pcQ-~ for all cr~A, where Sr’ denotes the conjugate transpose. Since 
T' = Id, i? =.$I with E = 1 or - 1. Thus if CI = + r’, then /Ax is a + a-eigenvector for r. The 
lemma follows. cl 
If A = M,(D) where D is a division algebra, there is an involution ? on D such that 
?IK = ~1~ and dim, D”‘* 2 m2/2. Let L,= L,P, Lf, or Lz. Table 2.5 is implicit in [38] or 
[15]. There are Morita isomorphisms in K-theory, Ki(Mk(II))z Ki(D), compatible with 
Rothenberg exact sequences. 
Table 2.5. 
Dim,Azl’ Type Morita isomorphisms 






If A is a simple factor of Qn, all the factors of iW@oA have the same type. Let x be an 
irreducible character associated to a simple factor of @ @o A. Then A has type 0, U, or Sp 
according to whether xgEXX(g2) is > 0, =O, or <O respectively. 
LEMMA 2.6 (Frobenius-Schur). Any simplefactor A of Rn is invariant under the standard 
involution. 
(i) If A has type 0, A is real unramified (AZ M&R)). 
(ii) !f A has type U, A is complex (A rM,(C)). 
(iii) 1s A has type Sp, A is real ramified (AZ M&W)). 
The major tool for this section is the following theorem which is proved in the appendix 
using Galois cohomology. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let D be a central simple type 0 algebra over a globalJield K. Let Bdenote 
thecomposite~fL~(D)~H~(K,(D))~K”/K”~. For a prime v of K let dV denote the map 
.from L~(D,)+R,~lK,” ‘. If K admits a real embedding K+R, then the map ker(d)+ 
0,. linire ker(dJ is surjective. 
Consider the composite map 
(2.8) L;(b,x)- L;(t,n, p) z LQ7t, p)-+ L$Ix, S). 
Let aP7co (respectively $,nSp) be the direct product of all simple type 0 (respectively type 
Sp) factors of Q,n. We will show: 
PROPOSITION 2.9. The maps (induced from 2.8) 
are surjective. 
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Proof2.1. (assuming 2.9). Let zdenote the composite L~i+,(Qn)+Ho(K,(Qn))~Ho 
((center (Q&r))“) and let d,: Lfi+,(QP,n)+Ho(center (oPprr)“). Consider the following com- 
mutative diagram: 
0pcSLZi+2(Qp~)- Lii+ 2tzrc, S) 
I - - 
kerd- @ 
First assume 2i+2=0(4). Then by 2.9, any ~ELS~+,(Z%, S) lifts to a fi~@,,sLs~+,(6l~n) 
which is non-trivial only at type 0 factors. Push this p to an element YE Oallp ker zV By the 
result of Frobenius-Schur, the center of every type 0 factor has a real embedding. Thus by 
2.7, there is a GEker a which hits y. We are done since the composite of the bottom row is 
zero. The proof for 2i+ 2 - 2 (mod 4) is identical-just replace “0” by “Sp”, and apply 
Morita theory to get the L,-analogue of 2.7, valid for central simple type Sp algebras over 
global fields K. 0 
It remains to prove Proposition 2.9. The proof consists of using standard techniques to 
compute LSi(~i7c, S). 
DEVISSAGE LEMMA 2.10. If p is an odd prime which does not divide 17~1, there is an 
isomorphism of exact sequences 
. . . ~L,K(~,71)--*L,P([Fp~)~Hn(Ko(ffp~))~ . . . 
1 1 1 
. . -+L:@,n, p)+L,P(&,n, p)+H”(K@,z, p))- . . . . 
Proof: The techniques of Example 1.1 show the right hand map is an isomorphism. The 
techniques of Proposition 4.2.1. of [27] show the middle map is an isomorphism. The five 
lemmas complete the proof. 0 
We then have the following “computation” of L&(&r, S). 
LSi(znL, s, 2 @,&LSi(zn3 p) 
z @peSL~i(l?pz, p) (Excision) 
2 O,,sLti(F,lc) (Devissage). 
The first isomorphism is by expressing a torsion module as the sum of its p-primary 
parts. 
By Morita theory it suffices to compute L:,(k), where k is a finite field of odd 
characteristic. 
LEMMA 2.11. (i) If the involution on k is trivial, the discriminant gives L:(k) z kx fkx 2 z 
Z/2; L$(k)=O. (ii) If the involution on k is non-trivial L:(k)= L$(k)=O. 0 
Proof: See [24]. 
To compute the map L~i($p,)+L$? pz, p). we recall that when p is prime to JrrI, f,n 
has three pleasant properties (see [28, $42.7 and $42.11). 
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(a) 6,,ngIIM”,(Ki) where Ki is a fieid. 
(b) The extensions Ki/ap are unramified. That is, if C,, is the integral closure of 2, in Ki, 
then p generates the maximal ideal of 6,{. This follows from Brauer’s theorem that if A is a 
simple factor of Qp71, then center(A) c Q(i,.,) and hence is unramified at p. 
(c) 2,x z M,>(OKa). This is because t,n is a maximal order in a,,rr. 
Remark 2.12. If K is a p-adic field and Mn(cK) is equipped with an involution such that 
K/k’Z’2 is unramified, then Morita theory works for Mn(CTK) (see [15]), so the analog of 
Table 2.6 is valid. In particular M,(K) and M,(k) have the same type, where K = fk/P is the 
residue Jield. 
The above remarks reduce the proof of Proposition 2.9 to: 
LEMMA 2.13. Let K/or be a jinite unramified extension with p odd. Give K the trivial 
involution. Then L:(K)-Lz(O,, p)~ L;(k) is surjective. 
Proof: Choose aE8, so that im(a&k” is a non-square. Then ((ap)@(l)-((p)@ 
(a))eLz(K) maps to (a) - (1) which generates L:(k). (cf. [24]). 0 
The above map can be identified with the Hasse-Witt invariant [24]. 
53. THE Lh-OBSTRUCTION 
In this section we prove Theorem B and Proposition D of the introduction. As usual we 
assume Zn is given the standard involution and we let S = S,. The major aim of this section 
is to prove: 
THEOREM 3.1. (i) The map Lsi+2(Zx, S)+Li,+,(Zn) is the zero map if2i+ 1~3 (mod 4). 
(ii) Letr=[M,,1.,,~,]-[M,,~,,~L2]EL~i+Z(~7C,S)where2i+1~l(mod4)andtheMi 
are non-ramijied-symplectic (see the definition below). Then im(a)=OEL$+ ,(Z!n). 
De$nition. Let A=Z[l/lnl] and Arr=nA, where D,= Q @ A, is a simple ring. A= is 
split-symplectic if ALi, is a symplectic (see the introduction) and if for all finite primes p, 
oa, @,A, is a product of matrix rings over fields. A, is ramified-symplectic if Aa is symplectic 
but not split-symplectic. A (Et, S)-module M is non-ramiJed-symplectic if A,M =0 for all 
ramified-symplectic factors A. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose (i) 2i+ 1~ 3 (mod 4) or (ii) 2i+ 1~ 1 (mod 4) and An has no 
rumijied-symplectic factors. 
Then L& + 2 (Zz, S)-+ L;i + 1 (Zlr) is the zero map. Hence the maps 
Lhzi+1(~~)~L:i+1(~(,~71), 
Im(3,: L:i+2(Z~, S)-rL~,+,(Zn))+H”(kera: K,(Zn, S)-+K,(Zn))/imcp 
are injections. 
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Here A =im Ki(Zrr) and the map cp can be given as rod or XOr,, in the following 
commutative diagram: 
I d I X 
H”(K,(Z,,,rt)) rH’(ker a) 
Remark. Examples of groups for which Art has no ramified-symplectic factors are 
abelian groups, dihedral groups, symmetric groups, and generalized quaternion groups 
Q(2”) for n > 3. Corollary 3.2 is not true for the quaternion 8-group. 
Remark. Using technology of Wall, the injection L~(Zlr)-+L@‘,,,n) can be strengthened 
slightly to give an injection L;(Zn)-rL~(Z,,,n) where X =(imSK,(Zn), +rr). Corre- 
sponding statements are not true for L’i. 
From 3.1 and 1.6 we have 
COROLLARY 3.3. Letf: M2”’ -+X be a degree one normal map such that K.,.(M)@ Zi(=, = 0. 
If 2i + 1 - 3 (mod 4) or if K,(M) is non-ramijied-symplectic then 0(f )E L;i+ 1 (ih) is determined 
by the torsion characteristic 
If 2i+1=3 (mod 4) 
e(f)=O~Lh,i+1(~7L) iff 
In the case where 
c( - l)j[Kj(M)]EHo(ker a). 
or if Art has no ramified-symplectic factors, then furthermore 
C( - l)‘[Kj(M)] =OEHO(ker a)/im CP. 
Lh,i+l(Zx) injects to L$i+l(ZCn,z), it is often useful to consider the 
integral surgery obstructions as living in Lfi+ 1(Zf,,n). Geometric applications of this 
perspective are given in [IO] and [ 111. One interesting question is whether the set of surgery 
obstructions represented by degree one normal maps between manifolds is equal to the set 
of surgery obstructions represented by degree r maps between manifolds where r is an 
integer prime to the order of rc. 
Proofof Theorem 3.1. We only write out the details for the more difficult case of 3.1 (ii). 
If A is a split-symplectic factor of Qn, then the sequence 
O~Ls(AI,)-L~(A^,)-*HO(K,(AI,))~O 
is exact. Hence there is a map L~(Qz)+@~L~(~~Tc) where Ly means we only allow non- 
trivial’discriminants only at the split-symplectic factors, and at such a factor A we require 
the discriminants to be squares in center (A)“. Let CYEL~(Z~ S) satisfy the conditions of 
3.1 (ii). By the proof of 2.9, we can lift z to a YE 0 a,,PL~(~ppn) such that y is non-trivial only at 
split-symplectic factors. By 2.7, y can be lifted to a 6 E L:(Qn). Then im(a) (27~) is equal to 
im (6) under the (zero) composition 
The proof of 3.1 l(i) is similar but easier. Instead of 2.7 one uses Frobenius-Schur and the 
following consequence of the Wall reciprocity law proved in the appendix: 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let D be a central type 0 algebra over a globalJield K. which is split at 
some embedding K + R. Then the .following map is surjective 
L;(D)- O,,,,L;(D,). 
$4. THE STRUCTURE OF ODD-DIMENSIONAL L-GROUPS 
In this section we apply the results of many mathematicians to get general results on 
odd-dimensional L-groups. This section is divided into four subsections. 
A. Semicharacteristics and local surgery 
Here we review the surgery semicharacteristic of [S] and its relation to local surgery 
theory. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let mE7. If f: M”+X is a normal map whose degree is prime to m, there is 
a surgery obstruction g(f)~L@&,[n,X]). If n >4, it vanishes ifss is normally bordant to a 
Z,,,[xlX]-homology equivalence. 
The above theorem is basically due to L. Jones [17]. For definitions and remarks on 
local surgery see Taylor-Williams [36]. 
Suppose there is a mapping of Z,,,[x,X] to a semisimple ring with involution A. If n is 
odd, then 
=a j<;,2(- l)‘[Hj(M; II)]-~<~~~(-~)‘CH~(X; A)] ‘Lt(A)~ 
where 8: H”+‘(KJA))+Li(A) is the boundary map in the Ranicki-Rothenberg exact 
sequence (see [8, 94.31). xI12(M; A) is the surgery semicharacteristic, an a priori invariant 
defined without preliminary surgery. This is most interesting when n= n,X is finite. Then 
.Z(,lrt is semilocal which means that Z,,,7c modulo its Jacobson radical is semisimple. 
PROPOSITION 4.2 [9]. For a semilocal ring B with involution, L2i + 1 (B)+ L;i + 1 (Djrad B) is 
injective. 
Thus in odd dimensions with finite fundamental group, the surgery semicharacteristic 
suffices to detect the local surgery obstruction. 
B. Vanishing of semicharacteristics and generalizations of a theorem of Hausmann 
THEOREM 4.3. For 7~ jinite (i) L~(ZTC)+L~(Z,,,~L) is the zero map for any m> 1. 
(ii) L<(&r)+ Lh,(Z(,,n) is zero map for odd m > 1. (iii) ker(L<(Zx)+ L~(Z&,)z)) = ker(L~(Zlr)+ 
Li(F,x/rad)) for odd m> 1. 
This should be considered as a generalization of J. C. Hausmann’s result [16] that 
Lii+ l(Zx)+L&+ ,(Qn) is the zero map. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Letfi M 2ii ’ -+X be a degree one normal map with II = n,XJinite. If m is 
odd, f is normally bordant to a Z,,,rc-homology equivalence. If m is even, then f is normally 
bordant to a &,,,n-homology equivalence ifs 
x1,*(&?; [F,7c/rad)=X1,2(z; lF21r/rad)ELh,i+1(ff2n/rad). 
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This equality occurs if i is even, if the 2-Sylow subgroup of rc is normal, or if X has the 
homotopy type of a closed manifold (see [8, $5, 63 for proofs of these results). The mod 2 
semicharacteristic is the surgery theoretic explanation of Milnor’s result that dihedral 
groups cannot act freely on spheres. 
The proof of 4.3 depends on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let m> 1 and 7c be a finite group. There is a long exact sequence 
Furthermore 2 is trivial for n even, 
Proof: The exact sequence follows from the excision isomorphism L!$&,,,lr, m)z 
0 PI,,, L,h @‘,rc, p). To justify the “h” decoration we note that excision in K-theory gives 
K,(Zn, m)Z o,,,K,(~,~,p)rK,(Z,,,~, m). 
K,(Z~)+~,,(Z,,,rt) is zero (by [35]). Thus in the Bass localization sequences associated with 
(i&rr, m) and @,n, p), a is the zero map so that Lh = L’. 
The invariants which determine Lt(oep7r) for n even (rank, discriminant, and Hasse-Witt 
invariant, see [24] for definitions of these invariants) all are continuous functions of the 
entries of a hermitian matrix representing an element of Li(oP,n). Hence by choosing a 
sufficiently close approximation of the matrix by a hermitian matrix in Qrt one sees that 
L~(f.lln)+L~(~,~) is surjective and hence 8 is zero. 3 
Proofof4.3. In [7] or [Z] it is shown that L:i + 1 @,x)+ Lii + 1 (Q,n) is injective if p is odd 
or if i is even. They also show that Lsi+ l(iZ~)+L’&+ ,(Qrt) is the zero map. Theorem 4.3 then 
follows from 4.5 and the Wall reduction lemma [39] which implies that L&+ l(t,z)z 
Lh2i + 1 (~24W. q 
C. Exponents of L-groups 
A result of F. Connolly and J. C. Hausmann says that for a finite group 7~. the L-groups 
Lh,i+l(Zn) have exponent dividing 8. We improve this result. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let x be a jinite group and n an odd integer. If j2n has the standard 
involution then Li(Zn) and Li(Z7c) have exponent dividing 4. 
Remark. The proof shows slightly more. Lf(Zz) has exponent dividing 2. If 7t has 
normal 2-sylow subgroup then L’&?n) and L{(&c) have exponent dividing 2. If Qp7c is split 
symplectic, then L:(Zn) has exponent dividing 2. Even if Zx does not have the standard 
involution, L:(Hlr) and Lp(Zx) have exponent dividing 4. Further analysis not included in 
this paper shows that Li(&r) has exponent dividing 2 for n odd and rt a 2-group. 
Proof: First let n = 3 (mod 4). By the Lh-localization exact sequence and theorem 4.3, we 
have an exact sequence 
Lh,(Zn. S,) ih -Lh,(Zrr~L~([F2rr/rad). 
Now im ii,, has exponent 2 by 3.2 and im xliZ has exponent 2 since L$+ 1 of a semisimple 
ring has exponent 2. Thus L:(&) has exponent 4. If the 2-Sylow subgroup of 7c is normal, 
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then x, 7 =0 (see [8]), and so Lh,(Zrr) has exponent dividing 2. The proof of the LP-result is 
identical. 
Next assume n- 1 (mod 4). By 4.3 and the localization exact sequences ?,,: Lt(Zrr, S,)--+ 
L.: (227~) and S,: Lp(Zn, S,)--+L~(Zrr) are surjective. Then 2.2 implies that LT(Zrr) in fact has 
exponent dividing 2. 
We now claim L;(Zrc.Sn) has exponent 4. Let ~=[M,.i,, ~~l-[M,.i,, V~]E 
L~(ZI~. S,). Since we may assume 1x1 is even, lMil is odd, so the “quadratic refinements” 
lbi are irrelevant. By devissage, we may assume the lMil are square-free. Then Ali@&,, 
is a [F,rr-module, and thus (Mi@Z,,,, &) is a skew-symmetric form over iFprr. Since Lg 
and L4 of a finite field have exponent dividing 4, by Morita theory so does L;(F,n). By this 
fact and Witt’s cancellation theorem, 4.[Mi. i+ v~] admits a Lagrangian. Since K,(Zx, S,) is 
torsion free by example 1.1, the Lagrangian must be isomorphic to 2.[Mi]. By assumption, 
o[M,]-a[M2]=O~R,(Zn); hence the Lagrangian of 4.2 is in ker 0. Thus 4.r=O~ 
L;(Zr, S,) and so L~(iZ7c) has exponent 4. The proof for Ly(Zn) is similar. 
D. Detection of odd-dimensional surgery obstructions 
Given a degree one normal mapf: M 2i+1+X with T[= 1~~ X finite. what invariants detect 
O(~)EL~~+ l(Zn)? The primary obstruction is the surgery semicharacteristic 
If this vanishes, then by 4.3 imB(f)=OEL’&+ i(Z,,,n), so by local surgery theory one can 
complete surgery to a Z,,,Ic-homology equivalencef’: M ‘+X.Thenif2i+1-3(mod4)orif 
Qlr has no ramified-symplectic factors, t?(f) = e(f’) vanishes iff the torsion characteristic 
f(K,(M’)) vanishes in H’(ker a)/im Li.+ ,(Z,,,x). 
One might ask how effective and computable this procedure is. First the surgery 
semicharacteristic is quite easy to compute. Sample computations and geometric appli- 
cations are in [S]. Now suppose imfl(.f)=O~L’&+ i(Fzrr/rad). Then imQf)=Oe 
L;i+f (Z,,,n/rad). If Q(f) is given algebraically (for example as a quadratic Poincare 
complex or a formation), then an algorithm of DavissRanicki [9], shows how one can do 
algebraic surgery to explicitly represent (3(f) as a element in Lhzl + 2(Zn, S). Now evaluating 
H’(ker a)/im L&+l (T&n) is quite a difficult task. However the techniques available to 
compute Z?,(Zn), L%(b), L:(h) can also be applied to compute the above quotient (see 
$5 for examples), although a closed form is not possible for a general finite group 7~. 
In many cases it might be useful to view the detection of 0(f) as a three step obstruction 
theory. First, the surgery semicharacteristic is used to determine if 0 can be represented by a 
linking form on a module torsion prime to 17~1. Second, one evaluates the image of 0 in 
Lsi+ 1(.Z7c) by using the torsion characteristic x~EH~(K~(Z~C, S )). If the image of 8 in 
L$i+l(Z~) vanishes one finds an element in H”(Ro(Zn)) which maps to 0 in the Lh-Lp 
Ranicki-Rothenberg exact sequence. One favorable circumstance in which this last step can 
be carried out is when f is a &n-homology equivalence such that x’(K,(M))=O 
EHO(K 1 (Zn, S,)). Consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows: 
4.7 
O~H’(K,(H?r,S,)i’kera)n H’(kera) - HO(K ,(Zn, S,)) 
II T/’ Tic” 
H’(K,(Zx, S,)/ker a) + Lli+ 2(Zn, s,) + LPi+ 2(Zn, sz) 
II lib I;, 
H”(~oPW ‘Lh,i+l(zX)----’ L~i+l(zn) 
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A degree one normal fi MZi+ ’ -+X which is a Z&n-homology equivalence represents an 
element of Lh,i+2(ZX, S,). If x~(KJM))=OEH~(K,(H~, S,)) then by following around the 
outside edges of the diagram we can explicitly represent O(~)EL’&+ ,(Zx) as an element in 
the image of H”(l?,(Zrr)). 
$5. EXAMPLES 
A. Trivial action 
The numerical invariants which have come up most frequently in practice are the 
invariants of degree one normal mapsf: M2’+’ +X such that K,(M)@Z(,,=O and x acts 
trivially on K,(M). In this case the surgery obstruction g(f)~Lr&+ 1 (hr) is determined by the 
numbers IKj(M)I. In this section we discuss the correspondence in more detail. 
THEOREM 5.1. Letfi M2’+’ +X be a degree one normal map so that K,(M) @ Z&, = 0 and 
rt acts trivially on K,(M). Define 
r’“‘(f)=n(K.(M)‘-“‘E Z” L 3 (XV 
(i) ~(f)ELli+ ,(ZZ) depends only on the congruence class off”‘(f) module 4~~~~iZi(,r 
(ii) 1fx’“‘(f)- + b2 (mod 4+Q’,,,) and b= b,/b, where the bi are integers prime to 1x1, then 
Kf)=~(~C~/b~l -oCZ/‘b,l)EL!i+ l(Znr). H ere a is the map in the Bass localization sequence 
and S is the map in the exact sequence 
. . . +H2i+2(l?o(Zx)) ii --+Lhzi+ l(Zn)-+L;i+ l(z7r)-+ . . . 
(iii) Zf2i+ 1 E 1 (mod 4), then f”(f)= b2 for some bEZ,,) 
Remark. Note that Z/nZ z Z&GZ(n,. a[iZ/bI] - o[Z/b,] can then be identified with r(G) 
where r: Z/In1 ’ -!?,(Zx) is the Swan map. The image of T is the Swan subgroup 7Irr) and 
has been computed in many instances. Thus we see in case (ii) that if T(~)=OEH~‘+~(T(TC)), 
then the surgery obstruction in integral L-theory vanishes. For example if n is cyclic, 
dihedral, or binary dihedral of order 4p with p an odd prime, then T(x)=0 (see [29]), and 
&f)=O. 
Proof When 2i+ 1 s 1 (mod 4), K,(M) has a skew-symmetric non-singular quadratic 
linking form. It thus has square order (Wall, [41]) and so Poincare duality gives (iii). 
We next show that when x’“‘(j)= b2 then (ii) holds. The key point is that since rt acts 
trivially on K,(M), 
(ii) then follows from chasingdiagram 4.7. 
If x’“‘(f)r 1 (mod 4*]7rl Z,,,) and 2i+ 1 E 3 (mod 4), then e(j)=0 by lemma 4.7 in [lo]. 
For the case 2i+ 1~ 1 (mod 4) we note that if x’“‘(f)= bZ E 1 (mod 4*brIE,,,) then 
an elementary argument shows that we may assume b= 1 (mod InI) and thus 
a[Z/bJ - a[Z/bz] = 0, so that 8(f) =0 by the above. 
The above paragraph shows that 0(S) depends only on x’“‘(f) modulo 4-/7cIZ(,). 
Finally note that Z/- 1 is the trivial Z-module so 0(f) really depends on -t-x’“‘(f) modulo 
4-B I&). 0 
In more generality one could consider quadratic Swan complexes-these are quadratic 
Poincari complexes (C, $) which are S,-acyclic and x acts trivially on H,(C). One can then 
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use the above to define odd-dimensional “Swan maps in L-theory”. This point of view as 
well as applications and computations will be dealt with in a future paper [ 111. 
B. LP-obstructions for 2-groups 
A summary of the paper is that whenever the L-groups have been calculated, a careful 
look at the computation will yield evaluation of the corresponding numerical invariants. 
One case where computations are complete is the computation of L,P(Zrc) for a 2-group rr. 
This was done by Bak, Pardon, Carlsson-Milgram, and Kolster. (See [ 143 for references to 
the original work.) 
A theorem of Roquette [32] implies that every simple factor of Qrc is a matrix ring over 
one of the following Q-algebras: 
(a) A, = O([,,) where iZL is a primitive 2’-th root of 1, k 2 2. 
(b) Bk = Q(E,,,) where & = iZL + j$‘, k 2 2. 
(c) C, = a;s(v,,) where rJZk =&I‘ - &‘, k 2 3. 
(d) Dk=Q(&)( - 1, - 1) =Q(&)0~Q(i,j, k), k22. 
Furthermore if @I is given the standard involution then factors of Qx of the form M,(A,) 
and M,(C,) have type U, factors of the form M,(B,) have type 0, and factors of the form 
M,(D,) have type Sp. Let Q,==n.Do. where the D, are simple algebras. We set up the 
following notation: cO,=Z[&]; Kk=Q[i,,r]; &,=completion of C?, at the ideal lying 
above 2; I?, = quotient field of fik. 
The work of the above authors yields 
THEOREM 5.2. Let n be odd. (a) Ifn E 1 (mod 4), then L,P(Zx) g @,r.(D,) where T,(D,) = 0 
if D, is not of type Sp and when D, E M,(D,), T&D,) = fikf8f ’ (Z (Z/2)’ where I= 2k-2 + 1). 
(b) If n=3 (mod 4), L,P(Hx)r(O,T,(D,))/6(2/2) w h ere T,(D,) z Z/2 if D, has type 0 and is 0 
otherwise. The image of 6 in T,(D,) is non-trivial if D, z Q. 
Our goal is this: assign to each (Zrr, &)-module A, elements b,,,(A)ET,(D,) (n =2i+ 1) 
so that if f: M”+X is a degree one normal map with K,(M)@H,,,=O, then im d(f)= 
im@, b,,JK,(M))EL,P(Zx). (More generally one could define b,,,(Hi(C)) for an &-acyclic 
projective quadratic Poincare’ complex (C, $)). This was done in an elegant way by Pardon 
[25] for n z 3 (mod 4); we will generalize his results (in a not quite as elegant way) to the case 
n E 1 (mod 4). 
All the central idempotents of Qrt are actually contained in Z[1/2]7c, so there is a 
decomposition as a direct product of rings: 
Z[1/2]nrfI,A, 
where D, = QA, is a simple ring. 
Definition 5.3. (due to Pardon). If n = 3 (mod 4), D, 2 M,(B,), and A is a (Zx, &)-module 
define b,..(A)Er,(D,)zZ/2 to be the identity element if IA,A( E + 1 (modm-2kC1) and to be 
the non-trivial element otherwise. 
The definition when n = 1 (mod 4) is considerably more difficult. If D, = M,(D,) then A, 
is a m-dimensional matrix ring so that any A,-module is of the form N @ . . . @N (m-times) 
as a module over its center 0,[1/2]. (Morita theory). Since D, is split at odd primes, a (A,, S)- 
module is of the form N’@ . @ N’ (2m-times) as a module over its center. 
For a finitely generated module M over a Dedekind domain R, there is an associated 
ideal ord(M) of R called the order ideal satisfying 
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(i) If O+M’+M+M”+O is an exact sequence of tg. R-modules then ord(M)= 
ord(M’).ord(M”) 
(ii) If J is an non-zero ideal of R, ord(R/J)=J. 
By the above ord(A,A) (where R = ring of integers in the center of D,) has a 2m-th root, 
which is unique since the non-zero fractional ideals in a Dedekind domain form a free 
abelian group. The narrow class group of 6, is the group of fractional ideals modulo the 
ideals of the form O,*a where aEKx is positive at all real embeddings of K. Recalling the 
result due to Weber that the strict class group of 6, has odd order (see [42], Thms. 10.4 and 
lO.l]), we are in a position to define our invariants. 
Definition 5.4. If n = 1 (mod 4), D, z M,(D,), and A is a (Zrc, &)-module choose an odd 
integer t so that ord(A,A)‘i2m= fi 6,-a where a is positive at all real embeddings of K,; then 
define 
b,,.(A,A)=aE~I:/~1:2=r,(D,). 
Remark. One could define b,,.(A=A) without choosing a 7” by using a ray class group. 
Let I, = monoid of non-zero ideals of c”, (k > 2) which are prime to 2. Let P,, i = monoid of 
all ideals &,-a is positive at all real embeddings and a= 1 (mod 4*12k). Then the ray class 
group R, = L,lP,. 1 can be identified with T,(D,) and b,,JA,A) can be identified with 
ord(A,A)“2m ERR. This interpretation of b,., might be more suitable for computations in 
class field theory [6]. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let n=2i+ 1 andf: M” -+X is a degree one normal map with K,(M) @ .Zcx, 
=O. Then in L,P(Zx), 
imB(f)=im@b,..(K,(M)) 
Thusfor n= 1 (mod4)im O(f)iszero$b,,,(Ki(M))is triuialforafl crandforn-3(mod4)im@f) 
is zero if and only if the b,,,(Ki(M) are all equal when D, 2 Q and are all trivial for other m. 
Remark. This corrects Theorem B of [25]. The error in that paper involved the 
computation of the map 6 above. In particular the last sentence of the proof of 3.6 is 
incorrect. If this sentence is correctly modified, then the methods of [25] give a proof of the 
above theorem when n3 (mod 4). We give an alternate proof below. 
Proqf Let S = S, = (meZ: m odd}. Let L = Lp. Given a map of rings with involution 
A+B, Ranicki defines relative L-groups L,(A+B) (see [27]). There is the associated long 
exact sequence of a pair 
. . . +Lj(A)+Lj(B)+Lj(A+B)+Lj_ ,(A)-+ . . . . 
The group Lj(Z7c, S) can then be identified with Lj(Z~-+.Z~2~~). Given a commutative square 
of rings with involution 
A---B 
1 1 
C - D, 
there is a Mayer-Vietoris sequence in L-theory iff the excision map Lj(A~B)~Lj(C-tD) is 
an isomorphism. 
We review the computation of L,(Zrc), rc a 2-group, following the account of [IS]. 
Consider the exact sequence. 
+ 
. . ~Lj(f2n)~Lj(Hn-tf2~)~Lj_,(h7[)~Lj_1(22n)-t . . . . 
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By Wall’s reduction lemma [39], Lj(t,~) z L,(t, n/rad)r Lj(~,), which is Z/2 forj even and 
0 for j odd. Furthermore the excision (1.5) gives isomorphisms 
Lj(z~-*t,lc)=Lj(Z[1/2]~-Q,~)~ OLj(Al+D,@&). 
Appendix 1 of [ 151 then snows that for j = 2,6 = 0 and for j = 0,6 is non-trivial on those 
factors of Qp7c which map isomorphically to a factor of Q[Z/2] under the map induced by a 
epimorphism of n+Z/2. A factor of Qn is of this form iff it is isomorphic to Q. 
If D,rM,(B,), L,(A,+D,@ 2,) is identified with coker +I where 
$1: Kk”/Kk” =-&,“/I?,” 2 @l,(K,)/I,(K,)2, 
and 12(Kk) is the group of fractional ideals prime to C,*2 (see [15, $3.2.21). If D, 2 M,(D,). 
then in [15, $3.4.2, 3.4.31, &(A,-D,@ Z,) is identified with coker $t where 
tJ1: K:IKkX2~RkXlIZkX20Z2(Kk)/12(Ka)‘. 
Here Kc = (UE K: : u 80 (i.e., u is positive at all the real places of K,)f. We let R,, 1(0,) be 
zero unless D, is isomorphic to M,(B,) and n E 3 (mod 4) or M,(D,) and n G 1 (mod 4) in 
which case we let R,, r(O,) be coker 11/1 or coker IJ, respectively. We next need to compute 
thee groups and hence L,(Zn). 
PROPOSITION 5.6. (a) coker t+bl z coker($,: 6’: /CT,” 2-+i?t J&t 2, z Z/2. (b) coker $, z 
&T/1’,“? 
Motivated by this we set T,(M,(B,))=coker $, for n E 3. (mod 4) and deduce that 
R,+ l(D,)~ T,(D,) and hence 5.2. Part (a) of 5.6 is proved in [15]. We need a lemma for (b). 
Let r be the number of real embeddings of K, and sign: K; *(Z/2) Z( + 1)’ be the signature 
map given by the signs of units at the various real embeddings. 
LEMMA 5.7. (a) sign: Lft -(Z/2)’ is onto. (b) fi: =0,X ‘. (c) Kc/K,” 2 z I(Kk)/I(K,J2 
where I(K,) is the group of all non-zero fractional ideals of K,. 
Proof: (a) Choose CCEK~ with prescribed signature (strong approximation theorem). 
Then since the narrow class group has odd order, pk.c(‘= lQ?k.lj for some odd t and fi$O. 
Thus x’= u/? for UE~“; and sign(u)=sign(cc). 
(b) 1 -(‘;-Cr,x 3(Z/2)‘+ 1 gives 1 -(r,,?/c,X ‘-C?,X /Cr; ‘-+(2/2)‘+ 1. The last map is 
an isomorphism by counting ranks using Dirichlet’s Unit Theorem. Thus 0: = 0; 2. 
(c) Let cp: K:/K,“2+I(K,)/I(K,)2 be defined by ‘p(a)=C?,*a. Then given CO,-y~l(K,), 
choose UE~; such that sign(u) = sign(y). Then uy % 0 and cp(uy) = B,*y. So cp is onto. Suppose 
cp(x)=O. Then cfk*r= M2 for some fractional ideal M. Thus ~0~*a’=Crk.~2 for r odd. Thus 
x’=11/12 and UEC”: =I?‘;~. Thus xl=;.*. So a=%‘-a’-‘EKjf. cl 
Proqf 5.6(b). Consider the diagram 
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The left column is exact by 5.7. Since the ideal class group of K, is trivial (Weber), the right 
column is exact. The result follows from the snake lemma. - 
Now to back to the proof of theorem 5.5. The identification of L,, , (A,-+D, @ 2*) with 
R,, 1(0,) is such that the following diagram commutes. 
5.8 L”, 1(.& S)- H”+‘(K,(Z~,S))~~O,H”+l(l,(K(a)) 
1 1 
L,+,(~~--,~271)~O,L,+1(Ao~DnO~2)-*O,R,+1(D,) 
where K(a) is the center of D,. The isomorphism in the top row is induced by the excision 
and Morita theory. More precisely if A is a (Zx, S)-module and (m,)’ is the dimension of D, 
over its center, then A is sent to 0, ord(A,A)‘l”=. 
Now letf: M”+X be a degree one normal map with K,(M)@Z,,,=O. By Proposition 
1.8, im l?(f)~L~(jZz) is represented by an element (A, i., v)EL;+ 1 (BT, S), with 
[A]=j-(-1)’ [K,(M)]EK,(Z~L.S). 
By Poincare’ duality, K,(M) z K,_ l -j(M)^, so [A] = [K,(M)]EH”+’ (K,(Zn, S)). Diagram 
5.8 then shows that imB(f) is represented by 
O,ord(AZKi(M))l’CIE O,Q,+ l(D,), 
where (c,)~ is the dimension of D, over its center. If D, 2 M,(D,) or M,(B,) choose an odd 
integer t and U,E K,,! so that ord(A, Ki(M))“2” = (Tk.aa. Then in R, + , (D,), ord(A,K,(M))“‘=) is 
equal to a,~&:. 
The above discussion finishes the proof when n- 1 (mod 4), but we need a criterion for 
determining when elements of coker $, are trivial for n = 3 (mod 4) 
LEMMA 5.9 (Pardon). Let PEP;. Then BEim($,: S,X /Ci ‘-+&: I&,_? 2, iff N(P) E f 1 (mod 
2k+ ‘), where N: 8; -2; is the norm map. 
Prooj One can apply the norm computations of Pardon [25, §3.10,3.1 l] to deduce this, 
but we give an alternate proof using class-field theory [6]. Let L/K be an abelian extension 
of global fields, v be a valuation of K and w be an extension of v to L. Let G = Gal(L/K) and 
G,={aeG: ao=w) c G be the decomposition group. The Artin reciprocity laws give a 
map of short exact sequences 
1 -N(L,“) ----rz,: r, G,-+l 
I I 
1 -+(K “,N(J,)) +J, - G-l 
where J, is the idele group of K. Let R and S be the ring of integers in K and L respectively. 




If the local extension is unramified, r,. is given by the Artin symbol. Thus r,,(&F) is 
trivial. It follows that if L/K is ramified at a single prime v’, r,.(im R “) is trivial. 
If the local extension is totally ramified, then the norm of a uniformizer is a 
uniformizer. It follows that ff,,,/N($z)~ !?,“/N(L,“). 
If K = Q, then class field theory can be made explicit. Suppose L is a subfield of 
O([,). The Galois group of Q[<,] over Q is canonically identified with (Z/n)“. 
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Let L= O[i,]“. Then for p prime to n, the Artin symbol gives r(p)=p~ 
Gal(L/&P) = (Z/n)’ /H. 
(d) Translation theorem of local class field theory. Let L, c L, c L, be local fields with 
LJL, abelian. Denote the norm maps by Ni.j: L,--+L,. Then 
We apply class field theory twice. First let L= Kk+l, K = K,. and w and 1’ given by the 
unique ideals lying above 2. Gal(L/K)=Z/2 and L/K is ramified only at V. By (a) above 
NLIK(E:+,)3 (imC ‘, l?12). By (b) b a ove and 5.6 (a) we actually have equality. Thus 
N&;+ r)/6,x ’ = im 5, above, so that flEirn $I iff PEN,,, (I?lr+l). 
Now let L’= Kk+ ,, K’ = Q and w and v correspond to the unique ideals lying above 2. 
Then Gal(L’/K’)=(Z/2k+1)“/( + 1). By (c) N,,,,. (C;+,)={U: CX= +l (mod2k+1)). Then 
by the translation theorem applied to Q c K, c K, + 1, /lEirnGl iff NL,o(fi)- I1 (mod 2k”), 
where L = K,. c 
Back to the case where n E 3(mod 4). If D, = M,,@k), then as above we can represent 
im fl(f)~Lz@~~) by 0 a, where a,Ecoker 5,. By Pardon’s lemma the a-component is trivial 
iff N(a,)- + 1 (mod 2k+ ‘). But the absolute value of N(a,) is equal to the order of the ideal 
Ck/ord(AEKi(M))“” which is IA,Ki(M)I”“. Since t is odd and m is a power of 2, we see that 
N(a,)- f 1 (mod 2’+‘) iff (A,K,(M)l = + 1 (mod*2k+‘). This completes the proof of 
theorem 5.5. q 
Remark. For the case n= 1 (mod 4), if D,= M,(D,), then one sees that b,,, (A) is 
determined by [A,Al (for example it is trivial iff lA,A( ‘jZrn s 1 (mod 8)), but for M,(D,), k > 2, 
IA,A( does not determine the class of b,. .(A). The computations above show that a necessary 
condition for b,,,(A) to vanish is for IAaA11’2m to be congruent to 1 modulo 2’+‘. However 
one can show the class field of K, corresponding to (j.2L, Ekx ‘) c @ is not abelian over 0,. 
Thus the class of g~fi ’ /fi ’ 2 cannot be determined by congruence conditions on N(b)~ti 
In many cases the map L$+ 1(Zn)-+ L$+ ,(Zn) is an injection so the above invariants 
suffice. For example this is the case for rt=Q(2’) generalized quaternionic if i is odd or 
rt =D(2k) dihedral for any i. When rr= Z/k with k even, L!&+ 1(Zx)r Lp2i+ t(Z[Z//]) and when 
rr = Z/2 x Z/2 x Z/k with k odd, L’&+ l(Zrr) z Lzi+ 1 (Z[Z/2 x Z/2]), so the above invariants 
tell the story. 
C. Lh-obstructions for quaternionic groups 
In this section we work out the numerical invariants for surgery obstructions in 
L’&+ l(Zn) where n=Q(2”) is the generalized quaternion group of order 2”. From [14], 
Lh,(.Zn)-+Lt;(Z~) is injective so we only consider the case where 2i-t 1~ 1 (mod 4). From 
[ 123, I?,(Zrr)= Z/2. In the Ranicki-Rothenberg exact sequence, 
fis injective and g is surjective [14]. Let e,, e2, . . ., e,+,~Z[1/2]n be the central idem- 
potents corresponding to the decomposition 
Qrr=QxQxQxQxM,(Q)x ..’ xM,(Q[R,.-,])xQ[E.,,~,](i,i,k) 
The first n + 1 factors of Qn have type 0; the last factor has type Sp and is non-ramified 
symplectic iff n > 3. For M a (Zrr, S)-module, define b,(M) = Je,MI for a = 1, 2, 3, or 4. Define 
b,+,(M) to be b,+2,1 (M)E&~_~/~~?~ as in the previous section. 
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PROPOSITION 5.10. Ler Q: K,(Zlc, S)+R,(Z7r)zZ/2. For a= 1, 2, 3, or 4, o(e,M) is non- 
trivial ifs b,(M)= kl (mod 8). For 4<a<n+2, a(e,M)=O. Finally, o(e,+,M)=O if 
Norm(b,+,(M))= 1 (mod 4). 
Proof: The case for n = 3 follows from the specific computation of [ 121. The general case 
follows from the fact that the restriction map R,(Z[Q(2”)])-R,(Z[Q(8)]) is an 
isomorphism. 1 
For the numerical invariants in Lh we need to slightly refine the b-invariants. 
Definition 5.11. If A is a (Zx, S)-module choose an integer t= 1 (mod 4) so that 
ord(e,+,A)“2 = Cr,_ 1*a where ae6J_ 1; then define 
THEOREM 5.12. Let ‘II = Q(2”). Let 8 = [M,, i.,, vl] - [M2, A2, v,JEker(d,: Lt(ih, S)-+ 
Ly(Z7r). Let d,=[e,,M,, A,, vl]-[e,M2, A,, vJ. (i) For all cc, [e,M,]-[e,M,]&er a; 
(ii) For ~(54, 8,,(8,)=O~L~(&r) ifSle,MI=l (mod 16); (iii) For 4<atn+2, d,(e,M)=O. 
Remark. One can also show: (iv) For n > 3 and a = n + 2, &(e,) = 0 iff Norm((&(M,)/g= 
(M2))‘12)= l(mod 4). One can take the square root by 5.5. 
Proof (i) For cx < n + 2, enMi admits a skew-symmetric linking form, hence has square 
order, congruent to 1 (mod 8), hence represents the trivial element in R,(Zn). 
(ii) Tracing through diagram 4.7 shows that for c1 I 4, a,, (e, Mi) = 0 iff the square root of 
le,Mil is congruent to f 1 (mod 8). This occurs iff le,M,I - 1 (mod 16). 
(iii) By Morita theory and the fact that we have a type 0 involution, for 4< a < n + 2, 
[e,Mi] =OEHO(K,(Z~, S)). Thus by 4.7 and 5.10, &(e,M,)=O. •1 
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APPENDIX: GALOIS COHOMOLOGY 
In this appendix we use results from Galois cohomology to study quadratic forms over global 
division algebras. Along the way we deduce the SO-and Wall reciprocity laws. The major tools are 
theorems of M. Kneser. We also need a descent theory argument (communicated to me by L. Taylor 
and B. Williams) relating L:(D) to Galois cohomology. 
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(a) Descent theory 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero and D be a central simple k-algebra. Let T be an involution 
on D which is the identity on k. Let q: V x V -+D be a non-singular form on a finitely generated 
D-module V. Let O(q) be the orthogonal group of q, the set of D-automorphisms f: V+ V such 
that q(x, Y) =qWx), f(y)). Let SW = WWW ’ 1, where fEO(q) is mapped to the reduced 
norm nr(f)Ek”. Define GL(V) to be Aut,(V) and SL( V) to be the kernel of nr: GL( V)-+k”. 
Let K/k be a finite Galois extension. Let V,= V@,K, D,=D@,K, and qk: Vk x V,+D,. Then 
O(qk) and SO(q,) are G=Gal(K/k)-groups via g(f)=gsfog -r for goG andfoO(q,). Recall that for 
any G-group A there are pointed cohomology sets H’(G; A) and H’(G; A). (See Serre [34].) 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) H ‘(Gal(K/k); O(qk)) is in bijectiue correspondence with the set ofk-isomorphism 
classes of quadratic forms over D which are D,-isomorphic to qk. 
(ii) ker (H’ (Gal(K/k); SO(q,))+H’(Gal(K/k); SL (VJ)) is in bijective correspondence with the ser of 
k-isomorphism classes of quadratic forms over D which are D,-isomorphic to qk and whose discriminant 
in k” is equal to that of qk. 
Proof: The proof is essentially given in Serre [34, X, $23. 
Let I? be an algebraic closure of k. Define 
H’(k; O(q)) =aH’(Gal(K/k); O(qk)) 
H’(k; SO(q)) =wH’(Gal(K/k); SO(qk)) 
where i=O or 1 and the limit is taken through all finite Galois extensions K/k where K c & 
Let q. be the standard hyperbolic form on V=D’“. Let 
H’(k; 0)= lim,,, H’(k; O(q,)) 
H’(k; SO)=lim,,, H’(k; SO(q,)). 
The pairings 
0(&J x G(q,)-Qq,+,) 
SO(%) x SO(q,)-,SO(q,+,) 
A 0 
(A, B)H o B 
[ 1 
induce a group structure on the above cohomology sets. Recall that L:(D) is the Witt group of 
formal differences of quadratic forms on free D-modules of equal rank. L:(D) is the Witt group 
of formal differences of quadratic forms on free D-modules of equal rank and discriminant in K,(D). 
COROLLARY 2. (i) Lt(D)zH’(k; 0) (ii) Lg(D)zker(H’(k; SO)+H’(k; SL)). 
The effect of replacing q. by the standard hyperbolic skew-symmetric form is to replace Lo by Lz in 
the above corollary. 
(b) Kummer theory 
Suppose k contains the n-th roots of unity. Let H’(k; Z/n)=% H’(Gal(K/k); Z/n) and 
H’(k; /?)=limH’(Gal(K/k); K “). There is a short exact sequence 
where p(x) = x” and a sends the generator of Z/n to a primitive n-th root of unity. There is an induced 
long exact cohomology sequence 
. _*H’(k; Z/n)+H’(k; F”)~H’(k; k”)-rH’+‘(k; Z/n)+ . . 
Since H’(G; A)= AG, H’(k; Z/n)= Z/n. By “Hilbert’s Theorem 90” [34, X, $1, Prop. 21, H’ (k; k”) =O. 
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Thus H’(k; Z/n)=k”/k”“. Since H2(k; k”) is isomorphic to the Brauer group Br(k), H*(k; Z/n) 
=.Br(k), the set of elements in the Brauer group of exponent dividing n. 
(c) The SO-reciprocity law 
Let q be a non-singular symmetric form on a central simple type 0 k-algebra D. (Recall that D has 
type 0 if the dimension of the space fixed by r is greater than the square root of the dimension of D 
over k.) Let K/k be an extension such that D, is split. Then there is a short exact sequence 
1 -SO(q,)+O(q,)+Z/2-t 1. 
This induces an exact sequence. 3. 
H’(k; SO)-+H’(k: O)-+H’(k; Z/2)+ 
H’(k; SO)+H’(k; O)-+H’(k; Z/2). 
A double cover of SO(q,) called Spin(q,) can be constructed using Clifford algebras (see [ 19, $2.23). 
The resulting exact sequence 
1 -+Z/2-+Spin(q,)+SO(qk)-+ 1, 
gives rise to a long exact sequence. 4. 
H’(k; b/2)+H”(k; Spin)+H’(k; SO)+ 
H’(k; Z/2)+H’(k; Spin)-+H’(k; SO)-+H2(k; Z/2). 
Here H’(k; Spin) = lim,,, 4 H’(Gal(K/k); Spin((q,),). 
We now assume k is a global field (a finite extension of Q). The involution T gives an isomorphism 
D z Dop and since [Pp] = [D] - ’ eBr(k), CD]* = 1 eBr(k). Since k is global, D is cyclic [ZS, $32.201 and 
hence D is a matrix ring over a quaternion algebra or is a matrix ring over k. 
The following deep theorem of M. Kneser is our main tool: 
THEOREM 5. [19, p. 771 (i) If v is a jinite prime, H’(k,; Spin)=O. (ii) The following map is an 
isomorphism: H’(k; Spin)+ 8, in,inire H’(k,; Spin). (iii) H’(k; SO)+H’(k; Z/2) is surjective. 
Recall also the following reciprocity law due to Hasse [6, 281. 6. 
O-+,Br(k)+@ ,Br(k,)zZ/2+0. 
Y 
Here inv is non-trivial at all finite and real primes I’. 
As a corollary to 4,5(i), and (6) we see that the map H ‘(k; SO)-+lI,H ‘(k,; SO) actually maps to the 
direct sum @!I,. 
THEOREM 7. (The SO-reciprocity law). There is a short exact sequence 
l-+H’(k; SO)-@.H’(k,; SO)5-2/2+1. 
Inv is non-trivial at allJinite and real places. 
Proof Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows and columns: 
Y 
H ‘(k; Spin) - H’(k; SO) ------+H*(k; Z/2) +O 
10: lb Li 
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[I is injective by Kneser [ 19, pp. 134-1353. The image of @a, contains the kernel of inv: since inv is 
non-trivial for more than one prime, each 6, is surjective, so their sum is surjective. A diagram chase 
then gives the result. - 
(d) The Wall reciprocity law 
We first compute H’(k; SL). The exact sequence 
1 -+SL(n, D)+GL(n, ,)A kx + 1 
gives rise to an exact sequence 
H’(k; SL)+H’(k; CL)-H”(k: k”)+ 
H’(k; SL)+H’(k; GL)-+H’(k; k”). 
By Serre [34, X, $1, Exer. 23. H’(k: GL)=O. Thus H’(k; SL)=coker(nr), where nr: GL(D)+k” denotes 
the reduced norm map. Of course if D is split (isomorphic to a matrix algebra over a field), nr is onto. 
A prime v is ramified if D, is not split. 
THEOREM 8. (i) For a jnite prime 1’. nr(GL(D,))=k,?; (ii) For a real ramijed place I’, 
nr(GL(D,))= Iw+; (iii) nr(GL(D))={aek”: v(r)>Ofor all real ramified places v}. 
All these results are discussed in Reiner [28, $321. 8(iii) is the Hasse-Schilling-Mass Norm 
Theorem. It follows from strong approximation that H’(k; SL)=(Z/2)* Of “” ramified primes. 
THEOREM 9. (The Wall reciprocity law). IfD is a type 0 central simple algebra over a globalfield k, 
there is a short exact sequence 
O+LS,(D)+@,,LS,(D,)invZE/2+0 
inv is non-trivial at all finite and real unram$ed primes. 
Remark. The theorem is the correct generalization of the Hasse-Minkowski theorem on quadratic 
forms over global fields to the case of division algebras over global fields. It was stated by Wall in [38. 
p. 1403 without proof, where he said that it followed easily from results in Galois cohomology. 
Because of its central importance and because that Wall did not indicate precisely what the map “inv” 
was, it is desirable to include a proof in the literature. 
ProoJ: Consider the following diagram with exact rows and columns. 
i 
O--+ L;(D)- H’(k; SO) ’ -H (k; SL) 
lx IS 1Y 





By Theorem 8, and strong approximation 7 is an isomorphism. We next assert that c is onto. If v is 
a real ramified prime, then L~(D,)=O (see Wall [37, p. 132]), H ‘(k,; SO) #O (by the SO-reciprocity 
law), and H’(k,.; SL)=Z/2. The exactness of the second row shows that o is onto. Since 
H’(k,; SO)sZ!/2 is onto at all finite primes and y is an isomorphism it follows that /I is onto. 
A diagram chase completes the proof. 0 
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(e) Applications 
Let D be a type 0 central simple algebra over a global field k. 
THEOREM 10. (i) If there is a real embedding of k, then thefollowing map is surjectiue: H’(k; SO)-+ 
0, finitp H ‘(k,; SO). (ii) 1s th ere is a real embedding of k which splits D, then the ,folloGng map is 
surjectiue: L.:(D)-+ @,, fin,re L:(D.). 
This is an immediate consequence of the SO and Wall reciprocity laws. 
Consider the following diagram 
H’(k; SO)LH’(k; O)iH’(k; Z/2) 
i i I 
H’(k,,; SO)~H’(k,; O)LH’(k,; H/2) 
The map j can be identified with the composite 
L;(D)dlSCH’(K, (D))-li-rk”/k? 
and similarly for jV from lo(i) above we deduce 
COROLLARY 11. If k has a real embedding, then the following map is surjectice: 
ker(l~(D)+k”/k”2)+@,,inite ker(L~(B,,)-+k^,X/k^:2). 
